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Calliope, pronounced Kuh-Lie-Oh-Pea is named for the muse of 
heroic poetry in Greek mythology and is Pacific’s student literary 
and visual arts journal. Under the mentorship of English professor  
William Kollock, Calliope is first published in the spring of 1970.  
Calliope has featured original art, poetry, prose, fiction, and essays  
created by Pacific’s students ever since those early days. It was 
produced through the collaborative efforts of students from the 
Departments of English and of Art and Graphic Design under the 
mentorship of Professors Courtney Lehmann and Brett DeBoer. 
Since 2009, annual editions of Calliope have received national 
acclaim by winning an Apex Award for Publication Excellence.  
Calliope is currently sponsored by the College of the Pacific.
Previous literary publications that served as an inspiration for  
Calliope were The Pharos, an annual published from 1893–1912 
and The Hieroglyph from 1931–1933.  
 
The cover of the first issue of Calliope is the only one not 
illustrated with artwork produced by a Pacific student, instead 
featuring a copy of an illustration by Art Nouveau artist,  
Alphonse Mucha. In recent years, the cover design has not 
only reflected a specific genre or theme but has also paid  
homage to our namesake Calliope as muse.
Calliope continues as a vehicle of self-expression and creativity 
for Pacific students, and each issue reflects the talent of the 
students who contribute to it. Financial support comes from 
the College of the Pacific and we all benefit from this contin-
ued generosity.
Submissions to Calliope are accepted year-round. For a chance 
to be published in a future issue of Calliope, download a sub-




From the Design Editor of Calliope 2017
When I was first asked to take on the project of 2017 edition of 
Calliope, I was taken aback. The publication itself is a wonderful 
collection of literary and artistic student masterpieces. The task 
of selecting pieces and pairing them together seemed daunting. 
Would the Calliope team be able to capture the theme well?  
Would the layouts flow together? 
All these questions rushed through my mind. I couldn’t believe  
they wanted me to oversee the designing of such an incredible 
opportunity, especially because I was only a Junior during the  
time of publication. I knew that in order for the edition to be a  
success, I couldn’t do it alone. Selecting a team was critical.  
Not only did we have to collaborate with each other but also  
with the literary team, which meant Friday evening meetings,  
lots of emails, and constant follow up to ensure the vision was 
reached. Through hard work, sleepless nights, and constant  
communication, we were able to complete the 2017 edition  
of Calliope.
Overall, Calliope was such a wonderful learning experience.  
My team and I are honored to have taken part in the 75+ year  
history of Calliope. We are positive the team this year will carry  
the same principles and successfully fulfill the vision of Calliope.  
I look forward to seeing the finished publication of Calliope  
XLIX Mosaic 2018.
—Alexandra McBride, Design Editor-in-Chief 2017
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From the Design Editor of Calliope 2018
There is something special about being part of a magazine that  
has documented Pacific’s art history for over 75 years. Calliope  
is a symbol of what Pacific artists and writers are achieving, the  
excellence that we are striving for, and the mark we are making  
here as students. 
When I was asked to design this year’s edition, I was excited to
collaborate with the literary editors. Our goal was to present the  
art and literature in a way that would complement and strengthen 
each piece. From the beginning stages of developing the layout,  
to finalizing the design, I have been inspired by the way that the 
careful arrangement of words and images can form a mosaic —  
a work of art that transcends each piece individually.
Designing this magazine has been an incredible opportunity  
and experience, and it couldn’t have been done without my  
design staff. Jurying work, considering pairings, sending emails,  
collecting information, and proofing drafts were crucial tasks  
that they helped accomplish and see through. We truly enjoyed 
every step of the process, and I am deeply appreciative of the 
time and effort that everyone contributed.
I am honored to present Calliope XLIX Mosaic 2018, and the 
work of each artist and author who is featured. I hope that it 
becomes a source of inspiration for the creative society that is 
growing and thriving at University of the Pacific.
—Katie Nimmo, Design Editor-in-Chief 2018
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From the Literary Editor of Calliope 2017
“I am a writer,” I declared at sixteen in a stumbling letter that  
explained why universities should accept me. It was a small  
assertion of self, at the time a powerful but shapeless conviction, 
but it did the trick and has been lighting the road for me ever 
since. The surety that I am a writer carried me to University of  
the Pacific. It landed me my first job, as a writing mentor for  
the academic work of my peers. It earned me my first teaching  
position. In the fall, it will fly me to the East Coast to pursue my 
Ph.D. in English, transplanting me from my native California soil  
for the first time.
Perhaps most importantly, though, being a writer landed me in a 
nest of other writers—like most other birds of a feather, our kind 
tends to flock. As a writer, now, by both passion and profession, 
one of the most remarkable things that I have witnessed is the  
way writing shapes the writer. It is easier to appreciate how  
writing influences the reader; how it moves audiences, informs 
cultures, molds worlds. The writer stands at the epicenter of  
that motion, essential to the words on the page but by no  
means immune to their weight. In a time of rapid change and  
constant tension—between selfhood and otherness, between  
love and loss, between putting walls up and tearing them down—
we turn to writing to anchor who we are.
What, then, does writing do? It creates us, author and audience, 
speaker and witness. We write because we must. Every poem  
we put to paper, every essay, article, and story, challenges us, 
shapes us, allows us to unfurl. The authors represented in this  
volume have dared to assert their voices, to say, “I am a writer,” 
and to demonstrate it for the world. They have completed the  
circuit between writer and reader; our hope for you is that it 
ignites a spark.
—Kathryn Harlan-Gran, Literary Editor-in-Chief 2017
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From the Literary Editor of Calliope 2018
The Oxford English Dictionary describes mosaic (in scientific 
terms) as “an organism (esp. an animal) or part having cells or 
tissues that differ in genetic constitution or expression.” From the 
early stages of planning to the printing of the magazine, Calliope 
is a mosaic. Composed of two teams that work tirelessly to curate 
different expressions of undergraduate art, Calliope’s staff is  
always thinking about both the individual and the collective. 
In the following pages, you will find poems paired with artwork. 
These pairings are not random; rather, they are the result of hours 
of discussion between the visual and literary teams; mini-mosaics 
inside the grand mosaic that is Calliope. In each one, we hope you 
discover a depth that cannot be reached without the collaboration 
between visual and literary arts. All of this, of course, would mean 
nothing without you, dear reader. After all, what is a muse without 
someone to inspire?
—Eric Orosco, Literary Editor-in-Chief 2018
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Taking up her lyre, 
Sang of the heart entrapped in the sweet-bitter net of Eros, 
And she called it “stung with love.”
No one who has ever been in love would say otherwise.
I recall the love I last held strongest,
How a lightning-strong pinprick to my heart
Shocked my sense of feeling — sense of balance —
And head-over-heels my blood turned to honey.
How companionship turned my sinews into lines of poetry.
How time rose-tinted my vision,
Perfumed my sense of smell to confusion,
Turned my taste to her lips, 
Made my desired music the sound of her voice,
And had my skin craving hers;
All senses gone.
All stung with love, and why would anyone love otherwise.
I recall the love I last held and the strength of its ending,
The buzzing swarm of Eros’ bees so inundating me
With sweet-nothing, sensory-overload stings of that kind of love
That sends the one feeling it careening toward disaster.
The misfortune of honey-blood and poem-sinew is that I couldn’t 
help but fall.
The misfortune of all senses taken over is how I lost myself.
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The songs of Sappho carrying to my clouded ears admonition,
Sung by Aphrodite’s sparrows but slowly modulating
Into a dissonant cacophony like an ensemble of alarm bells.
So stung with love that there was no noticing.
I recall the ground falling under me as it ended, 
All the strength of that last-held love collapsing onto myself.
And in the daze I could only feel heartbreak, but no recognition  
of reality.
No recognition of where sweet became bitter,
Where the longing and little emptiness that makes desire  
became a void.
From a distance with all senses adequately mine,
I know why the triumphs of the heart sung by Sappho
Came with the correspondent loss.
No who has ever been in love would say otherwise.
Although it is easier to sing love than to sing loss or sing grief.
So, pain and reconciliation and healing,
Are left to lure us in with sweet ruses,
As if bees to flowers,
Where one may wander to be stung with love
Yet may learn that we need to find wholeness 




I see glimpses of my
former self in the shadows
lurking behind the corners
of my corneas.
I see my untouched form
in the crashing sun
tucked under the moon;
it is not so bright there.
A sharp distinction between
the two. Loud mouth;
wilting heart. Could it
be that I belong here?
Going over the edge feels
akin to a flatline falling upwards.







Blistered feet walk to the promised land
Where the selling point is safety.
Tired eyes close knowing the dangers
And I hope the nightmares won’t chase me.
Without a dime to spare for food
And without clothes to last the fight.
I climb into a migrant-inhabited sheet
And shiver as I am blanketed by the night.
Sand like a census record-keeper,
Footprints like a faded tattoo.
The removal, I hear is just as painful.
The wind removing evidence like a stolen clue.
The desert is a menagerie of lost people,
Photos sinking into the hot sand.
But we remain nameless creatures







Believer of the second chance
You, who give your fragile heart to clumsy hands
and trust that they will not drop it, at best
or at worst, that they will not hurl it towards the floor
You gave five, six, seven more
pieced yourself back together each time
and handed it to them again.
Believer of the second chance
You pour from an empty cup clasped in weary hands
giving all to others but keeping none for yourself
you practice your smiles and you give your advice
but you no longer give your heart
and who could blame you, really
this terrible, calloused thing could not love again.
Believer of the second chance
You tore yourself apart with furious hands
set yourself ablaze with fire stoked by years of betrayal
burned your bad memories to the ground 
along with the news that those who had wronged you
could move on as if nothing happened
then left you to clean up the pieces yet again.
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To Know the Truth Might 
Cast My World Away
Mia Arostigui
10
Queer and Present Danger
Madeleine Guekguezian
(Queer Variations on National Themes;
Dedicated to Katharine Lee, Allen, Walt,  
Aaron, Silviana, and Marsha)
America has a place on our queer alphabet,
An identity hidden and implied,
A nation based on Q: Questioning.
America! Sing America!
From the vantage of purple mountains marching on the edges 
of a collective conscience
Sings, in persistent polyphony, a people haunted by a why 
of themselves.
On half cadences boldly, triumphantly uncertain in a mass- 
chorus America raises to God
And neighbor—to anyone, anywhere who will listen— 
the question “What does it mean to be American?”
We trek across the vastness between shining seas, a journey 
without a roadmap occupied by questions, by the  
answers they dance around.
And, America, I feel lost in you — as you —
striving against waves of voices saying  
they are certain who you are
Voices forgetting that our national anthem  
ends on a question
Forgetting that we are strangers striving to mend  
our every flaw together
Voices so chaotic that I hate you and hate myself and  
who I am and that I can’t help but be who I am!
America, they tell who I have to be.
America, only I can tell me who I am.
America, what I am is bound for change  
and uncertainty and lingering questions
Like you, surely, like you.
To learn America is to sing myself and assume those around me.
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Adaptive to the course of the world like an ocean-vessel 
Like an ocean-vessel keeps itself aright.
How can we be when so much of your body-choral  
electric tends to the nonconductive,  
sings “this is only who we are”?
How can something as massive as you, who reaches  
to heaven with the fingertips of Appalachia and Sierra and 
Rocky and Ozark 
extending from the open prairies
be constrained as if packed storage-tight for a dusty closet to 
be forgotten 
Or to manifest in only one sort of way?
That an essential American exists who is the answer to the 
question of ourselves.
That an English-fumbling tongue born elsewhere
cannot sing the joy and sorrow of America or be within the 
body of this nation
Like a trans woman cannot be either if she didn’t play with dolls 
as a child or want an essential if-and-only-if  
transitioned version of herself.
America, your manifold self and all its indefinites are  
“fire in a crowded theater” in too many hearts.
America, sometimes my questions become so many that doubt 
manifests hatred. Yet—
America, it is in your nature to be doubted and it is  
your truth—
even though it may be painful and confounding—
America, do not forget those who sing your question  
and your change.
The prevailing question of you essayed in art and action 
Is a performance in changing costume and with fractals  
of truth.
We are kings, queens, and in-between in those refractions of 
the light cast
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In rays of difficult questions and answers more difficult.
America, don’t listen when “the rest is drag” is dismissed as a lie 
by the nature of performance.
America, performance is a means of searching,
Endless and inalienable as rights entitled to all people.
We without a defined identity to make a home in,
Explore our truths in drag.
America, the truest you is a bus ride chasing celestial lights 
across your geography,
A collection of queer passengers and their indefinite identities 
being redefined and performed, ever growing.
An identity from Simon and Garfunkel, haunted, indelible, 
growing and growing as the choir of the body of America 
intones melody and high harmony and descant in counterpoint 
with itself and reifying itself.
America! Sing America!
America! To know you is to sing queer voices! 
—To learn from strangers to themselves the heart of a nation of 
immigrants
—To understand a transcontinental journey inside one self
And why we fling open golden gates like closet doors
Onlooking outwards to a better knowledge of your  
unending “why”
And embrace it and grow with it knowing that knowing America 
is never gnostic.
America! In paroxysms of joy and confusion and fury and love 
are you known, do we know ourself! 
America! I know that we have it in ourselves and all of our many 
voices and indefinite selves to be angelic!
America! I gaily sing our transcendent self, our God-gilded 








He took me to a spot
where stars looked like sequins
sewn on a midnight blouse
rolling hills were little 
more than blackened bumps
lining our peripherals.
We were breaking up
even if the words had
yet to slip out between
our lips. He turned toward me
and said, “I want to paint
in Oakland” and I laughed and
said “Oakland can be just 
as lonely” and thought  
here are two men pretending
their bodies don’t embrace
in bed because there’s too
much heat. 
South of us high beams cut 
up the night as a truck 
bounded down some dirt path 
and I thought of all those times 
I’d gone through Oakland and
how I couldn’t revive
the feeling of running






Rather Than a Bedtime Story
Joslynn Howard
Count to ten, she whispers.
We start with my toes,
curling and cringing. 
I cannot sleep.
This is my bedtime ritual,
tightening every muscle until
they are snug against my
young bones. Inhale,
count to ten, hold, release.
Mother teaches me how to
shake the fear from my
skeleton. I tremble.
Facing skyward, I clench
my heart to prevent it from
breaking free. I cannot sleep.
What if he comes in my dreams?
Count to ten, repeat.
I worry that he will
reap my skin again 
without my permission.
I cannot dream of anything
but his hands, stealing flesh.
I contract every fiber, each loose
end, constricting myself inwards.
He can no longer hurt you,
she whispers, count to ten
and go to sleep. But I ache.
Mind and body revolting,





What My Ancestors Told Me When I Was in Sebastopol
Nadia Monroy
I hear my ancestors
When I am alone and cold.
They tell me of their sorrows
How they ache
How they feel so hollow
My ancestors tell me 
How disappointed they are
I can feel their hurt 
And their sadness
Towards the great divide 
Between our people
They have a hard time  
understanding why some  
of us are called Mexicans 
And the others 
Native Americans.
They tell me,  
“We are the people of Mexica.  
You are the descendants of the 
People of Mexica. All of you.”
I begin to cry because 
Their pain and sadness 
Run so deep in my blood.
I listen to them cry out.
The same message. 
“The white man  
separated you all. 
They forced you to pick a side.  
The white man only gave 
You two options, when really  
There was a third:
The side of your ancestors.”
I cry and I cry
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Because they are so so upset
So so agonized
“Our children, our children,” they
Whisper, “how can you  
be so Torn?” 
More wailing, more moaning
There is so much sadness
So many tears
I can’t handle it any longer
So, I call out to them.
“there was nothing we could do!
They slaughtered and  
Murdered you!
We couldn’t fight back, though
We desperately wanted to.  
Please. Forgive us.  
Don’t scold us or haunt us.  
You were being killed
By the dozens!”
The wailing and moaning  
had stopped.
Silence and crickets
They had left me alone. 
Embarrassed and ashamed.
I sat there staring at our land.
A land we used to own.
A land once so united. 
A land so forgiving
A land that no longer




I come from a line of women who sew together families.
Women who thread a lineage of migration through the sharp 
needle of a sword. 
Women with swollen bellies who stitch the oceans into their 
breast pockets. 
Nanni, who was ripped from her motherland in the partition, 
then robbed of her mother tongue in immigration, 
but had a smile like the crescent moon and silk hair that  
paved the road
to seam together all six of her children.
Ami, who runs her skilled fingers through my hair 
with coconut oil and yogurt and eggs and Aloe Vera
and the list never ends; 
but nor does her love, nor does her strength.
She hems courage and confidence into my ragged edges.
She’s lived a life of selfless sacrifice but tells me never to compromise—
especially for a man. 
Baji, a big-boned beauty who holds me in the softest embrace. 
Who irons out the wrinkles, who can solve all the issues without  
any credit.
Whose faith withstands the burdens and backlash and any bitch  
that tries it.
Her conviction strong enough to carry us through any wreckage.
And I, trying desperately to hand stitch this poem 
into the fabric of a college-ruled notebook, 









In the Wari’ tribe, they used to eat their dead.
We learned all about it.
They’d strike up a mourning wail,  
sing their grieving while they
burnt down every thing the dead  
kin owned, sweep away the ashes,  
and reroute all the streets and doors like  
the gone had never been there at all.
And they’d consume them.
 
We learned that the families would  
cry and beg,
would plead for their friends and  
loved ones to taste the flesh on their lips,
would weep for wanting it, to honor  
the dead by taking the corpse in,
absorbed into one’s own body until  
nothing was left to rot in polluting  
earth any longer.
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It was cruel to leave anything behind,  
cruel to those who would remember,
cruel to those who would be missed.  
You were holding them back from moving on.
There was no greater disrespect.
II.
There is a corpse behind me that  
I don’t want buried.
I want it eaten like the Wari’ did,  
I want the bones to crunch and  
be drained of marrow, shattered into dust,
I want the skin and fat to be chewed  
down to dinner crumbs:
don’t leave a single eyelash, don’t leave  
a single hair.
Build me no coffin, mark me no gravestone.
Since I ended once, let there be no trace of me for ever.




I don’t miss me. I have already replaced myself.
The best kind of love I can show for my shadow is to 
rid it of the corpse it  
drags along.
The dead wants this, too.
No one wants to be a zombie, to be cursed a ghost.
Let all that no longer lives disappear from the lives of 








My lover told me once that as a child he
tried to catch falling leaves 
before they touched the ground
because then he would get to hold them before
they were ever introduced to soil
and isn’t it a childish thing?—
to realize that leaves
have only ever touched sky and dust and 
wind and morning sunlight?
Imagine the expectation of dark earth
 interrupted
by the oily soft of fingerprints,
smudging little imprints somewhere between 
start and finish.
When autumn slivers out of its foliage like
a satin dress,
how would you choose which ones to catch?
Which threads to follow down 
 bark  body  narrative
to something resembling conclusion?
I snatch you, longing, out of the sky and you say
“Isn’t it strange? 
I’ve never touched earth before,”
and I say,
“Me neither,





He Could Speak a Little Spanish
Kathryn Harlan-Gran
Maybe, in his dreams,
he goes back to Chihuahua,
where relatives traveled from so many generations  
back that they don’t bother teaching
the language anymore.
So he devours,
como un pequeñito en una dulcería—
everything is exciting
Jesus Christ,
lechuga, leche, queso, pollo,
a grocery list of knowledge filling a space 
like a book missing from a shelf.
Tía Dolores probably took it





Even trash brings joy when it’s something  
new and undiscovered.
Hola, adios, ¿cómo estás? 
Bien, pero mi padre insista en
llamar cada día durante mis clases y
no sé como lo dice




We learn because it’s there,
because we must.
Es necesario.






For the longest time
I wandered the tall dark wood.
Listening for it,
that soft, blue, fluttering gale.
It was quiet then,
a distant, private maelstrom.
I stumbled by it,
and raised aloft hungry ears.
What did I perceive?
Your blurred body, floating,
scintillating, high.
You, chromatic joy.
I had to reach out, 
 
to touch, make real the wonder.
Yet it retreated;
your own bedazzlement slipped.
The sun ascended.
Was it your time come at last?
No —no—too early!
I must beat that evil dawn.
Out flew the fingers,
stung at by iridescence.
Met, and swiftly mocked
by that cheeky hidden mist.
Thus I stood, meek, dazed.
Was this the opening haunt?
Wild, I struck once more
acquiring little to none.
The stories, tales
had those ginger words deceived?
What to think of it?
That beauteous flying frame.
Saggy heat arose.
Sweat boiled forth from the pores.
I staggered onward,
coming from every angle.
Each time you melted away,
and I, tired, hunched over.









Is a wraith or a fae
Who sleeps beside you until all your warm pulse heat rush life  
fire goes seeping into them,
Not seeping but devoured,
Not devoured but stolen,
Not stolen but whispered silver things to until it extinguishes  
itself all on its own, a fading sun behind the mountain range,  
or the swift loss of breath to a candle.
I cannot tell if the cold is a lacquer—ice over the digits, sealing 
them stiff and frozen—or a lack, a flooding out of warmth and  
tender movement into void like blood spilt from the throat of a calf;
I have a hard time believing that gravity couldn’t keep at least some 
of the iron in me if I was bled out at the birthmark,
But farmers and butchers know it is easy to lose everything quick:
So know my bones in the winter. 
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ii.
The only time things stop moving completely is at  








Only for January to render all of us shades—a hall of statues,
And he the cockatrice, or gorgon, but colder.
34
iii.
I live where wildfires sprout like poppies,
Golden in the hills; even the towers wreathed by silver fog
Blare rust red.
Sun gods send their sons the rays to tickle and dust my shoulders,
As though I am not permanently dappled,
Pale and pitter-pattered.
They say there is no winter here,
But I still feel it biting at my fingers,
Leeching from them movement,
Briskness’ malice sapping, lapping out
My flesh’s elasticity,
The curl and stretch of knuckles, 
My wingspan’s  
breadth, Binding,
Leaving only shivers as echoes of the thrumming  
hummingbird heartbeat, 





Reflections Upon Returning From Heaven
Chain Shields
And the guard drove me back to the city
And I hurt





I don’t know that I believe in Hell but 
Tartarus maybe is here, not here
as in Stockton, California but just




And I have lost touch with everything that 
used to be alive and beautiful,
do you think that’s why people don’t see 
me anymore?
I’m not really there.
Perhaps the bruises are sigils to keep me 
from finding out that there is no flesh left 
of me to hit,
that I am already
thin air
and thinner bones.
The day I wanted my baseball bat again
I was already bruised.
I had climbed the stairway to heaven in  
the isles of paradise, I had
Clawed up
3,922 metal steps into the fog like I was 
someone who could do things go places,
asc 
      end.
But heaven was not there, purgatory was.
And it was beautiful.
But I went back down.
By the time death came I was back on 
earthly paradise bruised and breathless
37
To Know the Truth Might 
Cast My World Away
Mia Arostigui
38
The Painter’s Pallet 
Kimberly Jackson
You were high when you said 
that I am an ocean with the deepest of blues
and she is a forest
with endless shades of green 
full of life and mystery
You said that you loved the ocean
You said that you had wandered through the forest
waiting to stumble upon my crashing waves 
but I know you better than that
The ocean’s blues will never be enough for you
I can’t give you the never-ending, 
vibrant greens of the forest 
still you try to turn me green with envy 
so I can look more like her
If I’m the ocean
let me draw you in with my waves and not let you out
Let me lure you like a siren to the depths of the sea
Stop looking into water for the reflection of what you want 
Stop being so afraid of what you’ll find beneath the surface
I am more than the ocean you’d paint me to be





Cross Country Camp 2015
Crystal Naive Baltazar
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She Searches for a River
Madeleine Guekguezian
I.
Step out of the car, into life but
Costumed like Death in a dead world:
On too-marked trails leading
More-than-likely to the wrong somewhere,
She walks to find the right one.
Through the heat-blast, wind-whip of Fresno air.
She starts west-colored-by-north
(colored by curiosity and distinct unknown)
Marching into the 100-degree sky
Looking for a river.
II.
Taking thought-step out of the sky
And back to her feet on the tympanic-surface
Shoe-packed sand of what looks at a glance and a thought
Like the wrong trail to the right somewhere.
Among the rust-tinted ants and some transplanted stones
She finds her destination:





A hilltop and a long, coiling, eye-drawer 
Of  a pavement creek looking, too,
Like the right end—
Of the right somewhere.
III.
She should have brought her water:
When searching for a river—
That may itself have forgotten its existence
And gone to sleep in its soil-bed foundation—
Always bring water;
If not for your thirst,
Then for the river’s.
IV.
As the water insects dusting above the lazy-afternoon river’s 
catnap,
So, too, hum the manifold automobiles over the asphalt river of the 
Yosemite Freeway.
It calls out in a chorus of booming voices as the trail-end,
Most often sought, a trail itself taken to escape the smog-air,
Leading to places where rivers are easy to find







His hands are on the steering wheel 
as he drives me to class,
from preschool 
all the way to my  
second year of college.
His hands made me breakfast  
until I learned 
how to pour myself a bowl of cereal,
lunch until he taught me 
how to make Top Ramen,
and dinner whenever I’m not eating out 
with a friend at Denny’s. 
His hands disciplined me,
teaching me right from wrong, 
and how to be honest,
until I was big enough that 
his words carried more weight.
His hands are rough and calloused 
with a tattoo next to his thumb
while my own are still soft and clean.
My father’s hands protected
and sacrificed for me
so that my own hands could 





How to Make an Artistically-Sound Relief Print
Domenic Suntrapak
First, find something to steal. All the best artists were and are plagiarists or thieves.  
Once you cut out a nose or two, or add a mustache on top of someone else’s sketch, it becomes  
yours. No one will judge you, and everyone will be awed with the “freshness” of your piece. 
Once you’ve finished your original, one-of-a-kind pencil draft, gather your tools. I recommend Niji 
brand relief knives, due to the officiousness of their Japanese trademark. If you wish to appear  
especially professional, we recommend two sets. If you’re embodying the tortured artist
look, three sets is absolutely mandatory. Begin to work, and be prepared to bleed for it. 
Most artists have to metaphorically suffer for their labors. Printmakers, however, are singularly  
blessed with sharp objects with which to suffer “accidental” injury. For the sake of publicity
consider taking a photograph of fresh blood fallen on the wood block or linoleum strip.  
People love violence in art. While you carve, be sure to play some form of classical music.  
It ought to be something excessively light, like Handel, or intensely brooding, like Chopin. 
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If your studio is in or near a public space, be sure to blast your ambient soundtrack for all 
to hear. People will always assume you are hard at work, utterly consumed by your craft. 
Once the cut is finished, you must determine the color palette of the print. Rules don’t 
apply to you
as a printmaker, so bending the laws of color to your will is welcomed and otherwise 
expected. After choosing the most garish hue you can find, apply the ink liberally, so as to 
cover any unintentional marks, and begin to press the block to the printing surface. 
In olden times, printers used wooden spoons to migrate the ink to the final surface. 
However, in this period of modernity, anything can be used as a tool for transfer. Bricks, 
old shoes, charging cables, and other peoples’ lost property are all highly recommended.
When you print, reduce the volume of your work music such that everyone can hear the 




The louder you become, the more impressed your peers will be. Finally, when the ink is 
applied, inspect the product for any 
“unforeseen developments.” There are no accidents in printing, only happy shifts in the 
grain. Make superfluous comments on the texture of the ink grain, and be sure to speak as 
if each random dot of color was entirely by your design. 
Then, sign the back, as sloppily or convolutedly as possible. Both are desired if it can be 
managed. Make copies, many copies, and berate any magazines you can find to feature 





The sound of ripping paper
Breaks the silence in this library
Only tap, tap, tapping of keys
There are no books here now.
Autonomous beings
Drowning in coffee
Language has lost its meaning.
We are the tired
Illusioned into the pursuing
 The cursor blinks at me…
 There is nothing here for us.
The pen will forge a new way






I came home from college on Thanksgiving break
And settled into my old home,
Checking the doors’ locks for old time’s sake
As a kid, I wandered the halls every night.
Out of bed at least 3 times,
The locks were my daily fight.
See, after your car has been stolen twice,
Makes you think about your home
As less than a protective device
I came home from college on Thanksgiving break
And settled into my old home
Checking the doors’ locks for old time’s sake
Three unlocked doors — my mind did a crazed dance
WHAT are these people DOING?
Are they just leaving life to chance?
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St. Valentine’s skull is in Rome,
decked in flowers —
daisies for innocence,
pansies for remembrance,
gilded metal to keep prayerful fingers from touching.
Have you ever dreamed 
that you were in love with yourself?
Thought that perhaps you,
too, might be a vestibule for the divine,
a temple to pagan gods,
demanding benedictions for 
your collarbones, your hips,
the blades of your shoulders?
Since we have to go
I think that this may be the way to do it —
like royalty, like something
sacred, with prayers for love extending fingers





That Distant Autumn Morn
Domenic Suntrapak
October 8th, 1895 marks the assassination of the queen of Korea at the hands of Japanese  
extremists in the wake of the First Sino-Japanese War. Before the sun rose that day, Empress Min 
and half of the royal retinue had fallen victim to one of the most violent events in Korean history.
I wakened to the violent whoops
of foreign fowl;  hot tongues
that spoke no friendly phrase.
I thought little of it, the sport
of October birds eager to fly
along the crest of the sun.
Silence fell through the morning frost
and I saw no need to stir, no cause
for alarm, the aged rooster
already lay pinned to the earth,
silver talons injectedinto old, reliable flesh.
My good captain, where-
where was your patriotic cry
to wake the slumbering yard
Then came another sound 
rounding beside the window,
that hoarse gargle and growl.
I heard it in my husband once,
that lordly release 
echoed forth, streaming from the others.
Soon after they dropped
fine swans, plummeting down
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without their fair-weathered wings.
My handmaidens quietly held
their dignity, and would not weep
with fear in those final moments.
The snap of their slender necks
pulled me from the bedding.
And the patter of wooden steps
raised me onto my feet
only to be knocked back
by those same steel claws.
They withdrew from my chest
that leafy red mist; 
and that winter flower
was cleaved from my back.
I stirred no more; the lost energy
aided my blooming.
My final words drifted
with the love of my child:
I know not where he is.
They dragged my body outside
as mulch is tugged through market
passing by broken husks
of my sisters cast out
from the balcony, and onto the soil.
I receive them in august embrace.
Fire and smoke follow us.
Flames lash at the compounding 
sweat and lick it off my face.
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The wind takes me.
I attain multitudes,
soaring out into the stale air.
Now I am everywhere
in every corner of my kingdom
but my son eludes me:
I know not where he is.
was cleaved from my back.
I stirred no more;  
the lost energy aided my blooming.
My final words drifted
with the love of my child:
I know not where he is.
They dragged my body outside
as mulch is tugged through market
passing by broken husks
of my sisters cast out
from the balcony, and onto the soil.
I receive them in august embrace.
Fire and smoke follow us.
Flames lash at the compounding sweat
and lap it off my frail face.
The wind takes me.
I attain multitudes,
soaring out into the stale air.
Now I am everywhere
in every corner of my kingdom
but my son evades me:







As I fly I play fight club 
Over and over again 
In my mind the airplane crash repeats 
Until there is no fear of dying 
I see the airplane break 
And twist and change its shape 
Plummeting down 
                          down 
                               down 
I imagine that I’m going to meet you 
That when we hit the Earth you will be there 
You will roll over in your casket and say 
             Hello
You look the same as the day we met 
             Where have you been? 
Your laugh the same, your eyes still crinkle 
             You took an awfully long time to get here 







Tearing at her bumblebee wings
to prick and pick them to a spinning web;
tangled in all of that
Eternity.
It’s going to be okay, I tell her
but she cannot hear me,
or maybe it is not enough.
she suffocates in her sadness;
the honeycomb buzz
of shell-shocked tinnitus 
sends her into a dizzying dance  




I defuse her, but
most days I sit on the un-mopped floor
of her apartment; clutching the wreckage
of her body and soul,
weak with the exhaustion
of everyday living,
to my aching chest.
we are intimate siblings
sharing tears for the loss of
her will to live.
with each passing day, she
becomes less of the person she 
once was. Sister, I tell her, 
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we will get through this
together, but she does not hear me
or maybe it is not enough.
she hides from me;
I sit eyes wide, waiting for the 
singing telephone trap
of shared words
there is silence in that mindless trill
because when she repeats
my words back to me —
her thick tongue loses its meaning
what happened to our twin talk?
I must have let it die
and blame is a bitter kick to my side;
I continue to inflict it upon myself.
one night, she stole one too many 
flecks of dark matter under her tongue;
it made her go rogue.
I still wonder about a note;
if she wrote one or if
the words refused to lay flat
on the paper.
she reminds me of the girl
that I once was; of 
internal decay.
every time I attempt to open
her eyes, she slams them shut
and she screams that she sees best in the dark.
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Sister, that is Depression,
I tell her, but she never hears me
because it is never enough.
Sister, I am sorry that as I
was getting better, you
were getting worse.
Sister, I love you.
I could rip off my wings 
and give them to her
with the hope that she may fly again.
I will stitch them into her brittle bones,
but when she tells me that her biggest
fear in life is staying alive, I tell her,





How to Fix a Broken Heart
Jennifer Morrow
You’re eleven years old when it happens for the first time.
You’re at soccer practice. The August sun burns the tips of your 
ears where you forgot to apply sunscreen, your hair is tied in the 
messiest ponytail imaginable, and you’ve strategically layered 
your brightly-colored socks over your shin-guards, as you’ve 
learned is the proper technique. 
Your coach gathers your team together and instructs you all to  
run laps around the periphery of the park to warm up. You  
sprint as fast as you can, but you’re never able to keep up with 
the other girls. Red pigment crawls up your skin, a mixture of 
exhaustion, heat, and the embarrassment of coming in last,  
yet again.
You notice it once you finally slow down and grab water. Your 
heart is beating, pounding, screaming in your chest. It doesn’t  
slow down throughout the entirety of practice. When you get 
home, you plant yourself on the couch immediately, taking up 
the entirety of the space and dangling your limbs over the arms 
dramatically. You don’t budge for an hour. Your heart still hasn’t 
stopped racing. You fold your arms over your chest, feeling the 
violent vibrations as they persist.
Eventually, like the rhythmic cadence of an epic symphony, your 
heart thumps three slow, hard drumbeats, and then everything is 
back to normal. Your pulse has returned to a gentle buh bum, buh 
bum, buh bum. You get up, pour yourself a glass of cherry  
Kool-Aid, and turn on Disney Channel. 
The Weird Heart Thing, as you call it in your head, happens 
countless times after soccer practice and games until it becomes 
just another fact of life, like spelling tests on Fridays or church on 
Sundays. You don’t think about it. You just wait out every episode 
silently, like sitting patiently indoors during a thunderstorm.  
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It’s not a big deal, right?
You’re twelve when things get a little more complicated. 
Your mom realizes something’s up when she comes to watch  
you play basketball. When the long, grueling game ends, she 
makes her way to you through the swarm of spectators and 
leads you to the parking lot, commenting that your face looks 
“almost gray.” She takes your pulse. Well, attempts to take your 
pulse. It’s going so fast she can’t even count the beats. 
When you get home, she pulls out her blood pressure cuff from 
work and straps it to your arm. You feel the pressure build and 
build until it finally releases in a huff. 
“230? That can’t be right. Maybe the machine’s broken,” your 
mom ponders, sharing a worried glance with your dad. 
The same reading appears on the screen the second time your 
mom fastens the Velcro band around your arm. She’s about to 
rush you to the ER when you suddenly feel three slow, hard 
beats, and then everything is back to normal. You don’t go to the 
ER that night, but your mom calls the doctor, and you have  
an appointment with the local cardiologist within a week.  
The cardiologist’s office is very gray and very cold. You’re  
instructed to take off your shirt and put on a hospital gown.  
A nurse wearing strong perfume wheels in a bulky machine  
with lots of wires and monitors. She tells you she’s going to  
do something called an EKG.
You lie flat on your back as she quickly places little square  
stickers all over your chest and stomach. She attaches wires  
to each sticker and instructs you to stay very still. The machine 
prints out a sheet of squiggly lines that you know have some-
thing to do with your heart, but you have no idea what they 
mean. The nurse tells you that the doctor will be in shortly after 
he analyzes your results.
Your cardiologist enters the room within mere minutes.  
Apparently, your charts showed exactly what he was looking  
for. He shows you your cardiogram, pointing out the way the 
wave slurs slightly to the right, and announces his diagnosis:
“Wolff-Parkinson White Syndrome,” he tells you.
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Syndrome. It’s a terrible word. It echoes in your brain as your  
doctor continues to relay information. Your eyes well up with  
tears. You’re not listening anymore. All you hear is that  
you’re broken.
It’s a lot to process. You’re going to need surgery. You’ll have to 
quit the basketball team. Apparently, if that full-court press  
basketball game from a few weeks back had lasted any longer,  
your heart could have sped up so much that your ventricles 
wouldn’t be able to pump blood to your other organs.  
Translation: you could have died.  Your parents and doctors  
leave out that part, but you have the internet.
You hold on as best you can. Mostly through a combination  
of avoidance and escapism (you speed your way through an  
impressive amount of dystopian YA novels). Things get a little  
scary sometimes, like when your friend has a sleepover for her 
Twilight-themed birthday party at the Holiday Inn and the  
elevator jump startles you and sets off your tachycardia. You  
end up lying down on a couch the entire first hour of the party 
while a full-sized poster of Taylor Lautner stares you down  
from the other side of the room. 
Your friends don’t really get it, but you don’t expect them to.  
You end up playing the role of the comforter, reassuring  
everyone that you’re fine. You get told how brave you are  
repeatedly, which makes you feel weird and slightly guilty.  
You aren’t being brave, you just have no idea how to process  
any of this, so your brain has decided to turn to mush and  
leave you emotionally numb. 
Your fear doesn’t really manifest until the car ride to Stanford  
on the morning of your procedure. Years from now, you’ll be  
able to recall this day in startling detail. The foggy sky, the lack 
of conversation, Taylor Swift playing on the radio. You will  
remember feeling overwhelmed with the sudden awareness  
that you are about to place your own life in the hands of  
strangers. You’ll remember that distinct sensation that exists 
outside of time and space, the indescribable melancholy of  
realizing your lack of agency, your fragility in the face of an 
entirely apathetic universe. 
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But then it’s all over. And you’re okay. 
A lot happens in the next six years. You graduate from middle 
school and high school. You meet your best friends. You learn  
how to play guitar. You start college as an optimistic humanities 
major, ready to take on the world, refusing to let anything get in 
the way of your dreams!
You’re eighteen when history decides to repeat itself.
You bound up the stairs to your college dorm room wearing a 
crown of little gold stars and holding a basket of glittery goodies. 
You’re still bursting with energy from the day’s activities. You  
never thought you’d join Greek life, but you made a promise to 
yourself when you returned to campus for spring semester that 
you would say yes to more things, even if they seem a little  
daunting and out of your comfort zone.
And you’re doing pretty well so far! You’ve said yes to a lot of 
things in the past few weeks. A bid to join a sisterhood. A role in  
a musical theater production. A dinner invitation from the cute  
boy in your communications class. Your world feels like it’s  
traveling a million miles a minute, and it’s exciting! But then  
everything comes to a startling halt. That night, at around 9:30, 
as soon as you walk in the door to your room, you feel an eerily 
familiar sensation in your chest. You can’t breathe. 
You look your roommate in the eye and say, very simply: “I think I 
have to go to the hospital.”
The months that follow feel like a dream, an unraveling, a prison. 
Your world becomes a simulation. You can’t focus in class, you 
can’t make small talk with your friends. You cry all the time, but 
you never know why. It takes all your will-power to pull yourself 
out of bed in the morning. 
 
The worst part is how utterly lost you feel. You grow angry  
and frustrated at yourself for not keeping up with your many  
responsibilities as well as you would like to. You wish you could 
explain yourself to your friends and family members, but you  
can’t even piece it together in your own head. 
Your doctor puts you on a medication called Metoprolol, a blood 
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thinner. It slows down your heart rate, but it also makes you 
very, very sleepy (a problem for an already sleep-deprived  
college student with a full course load). It’s a specific kind of 
tired. A drowsy, achy tired. It makes your limbs feel heavy and 
your head feel foggy. Simple things like walking up stairs and 
getting to class on the other side of campus are suddenly ex-
tremely difficult. 
Your brain is on a constant loop, reminding you of one sole fact: 
your heart isn’t functioning properly. You feel it fluttering and 
somersaulting in your chest, amplifying your already intense 
anxiety. You feel incompetent and lazy. You hate how difficult 
school is and how slow you’ve been processing information. 
Nothing feels right.  You’re not sure exactly why. Maybe you’re 
traumatized from your stay in the hospital. Maybe it’s because 
you think about dying too much. Maybe it’s because it feels like 
you’ve been transported back to 2011. You’re a scared little  
girl again. And you’re just so tired. 
Maybe it’s divine intervention, maybe it’s a friendly push from 
your roommate, maybe it’s just your intuition, but eventually, 
you decide it’s time for a change. You schedule a therapy  
appointment. You start going weekly, making your way across 
the bridge every Monday morning to meet with your counselor.  
Somehow, you manage to match words with your worries. You 
feel like the giant load you’ve been carrying is slowly but surely 
easing its way off your shoulders.
Therapy also helps you make other changes. You leave your 
dorm room every once in a while. You keep a journal to help 
 untangle the knots in your brain. You wait out the anxiety  
attacks, the bouts of insomnia, the days you can’t make it to 
class. You read poems. You listen to music. You start eating  
better. You allow your body the sleep it needs. 
Most of all, you forgive yourself. And somehow, you make it all  
the way to June, when you undergo your second heart surgery  
at Stanford. And finally, once again, it’s all over. And you’re okay. 
You’re nineteen when you finally process all of this and  
write it down.
You place two fingers against the inside of your wrist, feeling the 
soft, yet strong pulse. The heart is an incredible instrument. It’s 
complicated. It’s resilient. It’s beautiful. Each beat against your 
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fingertips reminds you of what you’ve overcome.
You know there’s still a lot to work through. You still panic a  
little every time you have walk up a flight of stairs or go to the 
doctor’s office. You also know this isn’t the most difficult thing 
you’ll have to go through in your life. But you’ve finally reached 
a point where you aren’t dreading the days ahead. You might not 
have the ability to control what happens to you, but you do have 
the power to face whatever comes your way with strength  
and grace.  
You’ve learned to reconcile the joy and the pain. You want to bathe 
yourself in this life; in all its beautiful, broken, torturous glory. 
You’re nineteen years old when you stop in the middle of your  
walk to class, suddenly overwhelmed with the vibrancy of the 
world around you. It engulfs you, overwhelming your eyes, your 
ears, your nose, your soul. You send out a silent prayer to the sky, 
thanking whomever might be able to hear you. You smile, take  
your pulse once more, and carry on.
The Animal’s Kingdom
Leila Valencia
